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TOK: ways of knowing (WOKs)
and areas of knowing (AOKs)
John Sprague
The ways of knowing (WOKs) are one of the most important aspects of the TOK course and deserve
to take a central role in TOK analyses. Oftentimes, however, students mistake an analysis of a WOK
or the relationship between WOKs as a final TOK analysis. While this is certainly important, it is only
half the challenge. Turning an analysis of one or more of the ways of knowing into a genuine TOK
analysis requires a shift of focus from the WOK to how that WOK contributes to the construction of
knowledge in some area of knowing (AOK). In other words, rather than asking, for instance, ‘what is
the affect of emotion on a reasoning process,’ it might be more fruitful in your final TOK analysis to
ask, ‘how does the effect of emotion on the reasoning process influence the ability to construct reliable
knowledge in the Natural Sciences?’ One the best way to do this is to apply the conclusions you’ve
arrived at in your analysis of the WOKs to one or more elements of the knowledge frameworks:
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The central question should be:
‘What does your conclusion about the WOK or WOKs say about how knowledge is constructed in one
or more AOKs?’
•

Scope/application: what do the conclusions you’ve reached about the WOK say about the
nature of the AOK?

•

Concepts/language: does your conclusion about the WOK suggest that certain AOKs use
particular concepts or ideas in distinct ways?

•

Methodology: how does the effect of the WOK impact the processes governing how
knowledge in the AOK is constructed in a reliable and responsible way?

•

Historical development: what role does the WOK play in how the AOK has developed over
time? Do the historical shifts in the AOK highlight a new way of looking at the role of the
WOK?

•

Links to personal knowledge: ways of Knowing are processes that an individual undergoes.
The AOKs generally deal with how a group of people proceed in relation to a type of knowing.
Therefore, too close an examination of WOKs will limit the analysis to learning processes in an
individual. So you might ask questions like ‘given than an individual’s WOK works in such and
such a manner, how does the individual deal with this when constructing reliable knowledge in
the AOK?’

In presentations and essays
Suppose I develop an analysis of sense perception and conclude something along the lines of ‘Some
of what we claim to see or perceive in the world is a function of the relationship between our sense
perception and our background beliefs’. The key will be to turn this point into an analysis of an AOK or
a comparison of AOKs. I’ve chosen two AOKs below to offer a range of claims, but you might choose
entirely different ones. You might find it a challenge to link your WOK analysis to each of the elements
of the knowledge framework, but this fine. You might also find that the points overlap between the
elements, but they bring out slightly different emphases. For a successful TOK analysis you wouldn’t
need to address each of the elements. For the presentation or essay, you only need a handful of well
developed and relevant examples to develop your ideas and show your TOK thinking.

Conclusion or knowledge claim about the WOK(s)
‘Our senses are sometimes deceived by what we hope or want to see. Therefore, what we claim to
see or perceive in the world is a function of our sense perception and our pre-established beliefs.’

Scope/application
Natural sciences
The natural sciences tend to focus primarily on objects in the world. A researcher’s own beliefs or preestablished expectations therefore need to be identified, as they are not part of the goal of the natural
scientist.

History
Historians accept that one of the things they study are people’s beliefs. When examining artefacts
(objects, written accounts etc.) they actively seek to uncover the thoughts people were having when
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they produced those artefacts, e.g. ‘What were the thoughts that went into building a structure in this
fashion?’ or ‘What were the thoughts of the person writing this inscription?’ or ‘What beliefs explain the
actions of this person?’

Concepts/language
Natural sciences
‘Observation’ is a central concept in the natural sciences, but technology has widened what
constitutes an observation. Some phenomenon are not directly observed, but only observed through
devices that translate the phenomenon into something we can see/hear/touch (MRI, electron
microscopes etc.) Does this role of technology make the claims based on technological observations
more or less reliable?

History
‘Justification’ in a historical argument cannot simply rely on pointing to observed phenomena (a
manuscript, or an eyewitness testimony of an event, or an object found). To be ‘justified’ the
observations of an historian must be interpreted and built into a narrative explaining that observation in
the wider context of historical cause and effect incorporating the beliefs of individuals in the past.
Further knowledge question (KQ): How do the beliefs of the historian influence the interpretation of
the evidence?

Methodology
Natural sciences
The scientific method, if used properly, is an attempt to remove the influence of a researcher’s own
beliefs and expectations. Through peer review, natural scientists will often encourage other scientists
to evaluate the results and experiments themselves in order to weed out the expectations of the
researcher. Confirmation bias is a genuine problem when analysing data, so steps are taken to
minimise the effect.
Further KQ: How can we determine if our attempts to minimise confirmation bias are successful?

History
The historical method requires a historian to link events and evidence together, creating cause and
effect relationships. Observations alone are insufficient to establish these links. The background
beliefs of the historian about what constitutes a genuine connection, about what questions the
historian is asking and about what sorts of claims would provide an answer, are part of the method by
which historians develop responses.

Historical development
Natural sciences
The history of the natural sciences shows that explanations have undergone paradigm shifts. This
suggests that the observations in the natural sciences are only half the battle; the theories and web of
beliefs that explain those facts are also crucial in constructing scientific knowledge.

History
In addition to studying the beliefs of the people producing historical artefacts, historians often take
their own beliefs and values into account. During the twentieth century, historians began exploring the
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past using their own political and social beliefs. Historians representing previously under-represented
voices began exploring the past through the lens of their own experience (e.g. feminist history). New
political interpretations of the past were also explored (e.g. Marxist history in the nineteenth century).
Various schools of thought in history have also developed, giving a new approach to the same events
from the past.

Links to personal knowledge
Natural sciences
Understanding that our observations of the world are filtered to some degree through our background
beliefs suggests that personal bias (the improper use and interpretation of evidence) is a genuine
worry, even in the ‘objective sciences’.
or
The reliability or credibility of scientific beliefs can only be established through proper implementation
of the scientific method. No matter how strong your beliefs or hunches are, or how often you’ve
individually observed a phenomenon, they do not make a scientific claim more reliable. It requires
repeatable observational evidence.

History
Understanding that our interpretations of the evidence are filtered to some degree through our
background beliefs suggests that personal bias (the improper use and interpretation of evidence) is a
genuine worry in developing historical claims.
Further KQ: Historians cannot rely on repeatedly testing claims to raise their reliability, so how can
historians know when their claims have been properly justified?
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